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This commentary is a response to Petscher and Logan (2014): https://doi.org/10.1111/cdev.12190 
What Quantile Regression Does and Doesn’t Do: A Commentary on Petscher and Logan (2014) 
Sebastian E. Wenz   
GESIS—Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences 
Petscher and Logan’s (2014) description of quantile regression (QR) might mislead readers to believe it would 
estimate the relation between an outcome, y, and one or more predictors, x, at different quantiles of the 
unconditional distribution of y. However, QR models the conditional quantile function of y given x just as linear 
regression models the conditional mean function. This article’s contribution is twofold: First, it discusses 
potential consequences of methodological misconceptions and formulations of Petscher and Logan’s (2014) 
presentation by contrasting features of QR and linear regression. Second, it reinforces the importance of correct 
understanding of QR in empirical research by illustrating similarities and differences in various QR estimators 
and linear regression using simulated data. 
The article “Quantile Regression in the Study of Developmental Sciences” by Petscher and Logan (2014), 
henceforth PL, aims at familiarizing the readers of Child Development with quantile regression (QR), a method 
introduced by Koenker and Bassett (1978) and—until PL—only rarely used in developmental and educational 
psychology. I highly appreciate such an endeavor. However, PL’s contribution suffers from several 
inadequacies, most of which are built on one fundamental misconception about the quantile regression model 
(QRM) and the QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978): PL claim that QR would provide “estimates of the 
relations between the predictor(s) and outcome, [. . .] across multiple points of the outcome’s distribution” (PL, 
p. 861), “conditional on the performance on the outcome” (PL, p. 878), or “conditional on the score of the 
outcome” (p. 880). These and similar statements (e.g., pp. 870–872) are inaccurate and might mislead readers to 
believe that the QRM models the relation between an outcome, y, and one or more predictors, x, at or 
conditional on different quantiles of the unconditional or marginal distribution of y with distribution function 
𝐹𝑌(𝑦). I will show that the QR estimator may, under certain conditions, consistently estimate the effects of a 
treatment d on the quantiles of the marginal distribution conditional on counterfactual treatment states but 
unconditional on covariates, 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑). Typically, however, the inclusion of covariates, x, will be necessary and 
the effects estimated by the QR estimator will be effects on the quantiles of 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 ,𝑿 (𝑦|𝑑, 𝒙)—that is, quantiles of 
the conditional distribution of y as defined by all treatment and control variables included in the model.  
Based on and related to this key misconception, PL provide several wrong and misleading expressions, 
descriptions, and explanations of which I think the following are the most consequential: PL suggest, the QR 
estimator would obtain estimates through a two-step process, in which the first step would “[identify] which 
sample scores for Y are associated with the selected quantile(s) of interest” (p. 864), and a separate, second step 
would estimate the coefficients. This 
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is false. Also, neither the corresponding Equations—(2) and (3)—nor PL’s explanations of them (pp. 865, 866) 
make any sense, as I will show here. 
PL’s discussion of the QRM’s assumptions (pp. 864, 866) may easily evoke the erroneous impression that the 
QRM would require no assumptions at all or completely different assumptions than the linear regression model 
(LRM) to arrive at certain desirable properties of the corresponding estimators. Also, PL focus on and 
misrepresent the role of the normality assumption for both QRM and LRM (pp. 864, 866). Next, I discuss those 
assumptions of QRM and LRM applied researchers will mainly worry about. 
Not surprisingly, PL’s faulty notion, QR would provide estimates at or conditional on quantiles of the 
unconditional distribution of y, affects their interpretation of the corresponding estimates (e.g., on pp. 866, 870–
871, 872). PL falsely claim that an estimated slope coefficient from a QRM for the τth quantile should be 
interpreted “as the gap in performance on Y at the [τth] quantile for individuals who were average on X compared 
to individuals who were 1 SD above the mean on X” (p. 866). PL extend this misconception to the LRM, whose 
estimates they interpret “at the mean of Y” (p. 866; also see pp. 869–870, 873). 
Additionally, PL’s inaccurate interpretations of QRM coefficients as associations or effects “for students who 
have very high or very low math scores” (p. 872; see pp. 861, 875 for similar wordings) might mislead readers to 
believe that QR estimates effects for those observations that lie at or around the respective quantiles of the 
unconditional distribution of 𝑦, 𝐹𝑌(𝑦) or, maybe, 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑). 
Based on their misconceptions, PL seem to believe that the QRM would be suited particularly well to model 
nonlinear relations and, thus, they focus on “nonlinear patterns” (p. 867) in the data they analyze and discuss the 
“curvilinear” (pp. 870, 875) shapes in plots of slope coefficients from the QRM. However, the QRM is not any 
better suited for or in any way superior to the LRM when modeling nonlinear relations. 
Contributions citing PL (e.g., Law, Rush, King, Westrupp, & Reilly, 2018; McIlraith, 2018; Simzar, Martinez, 
Rutherford, Domina, & Conley, 2015; Tighe & Schatschneider, 2016) show that readers are indeed misled and 
copy PL’s misconceptions about the QRM. However, these misconceptions are by no means limited to PL and 
the related literature but seem widespread in the social sciences (see, e.g., Budig & Hodges, 2010, and the 
commentary by Killewald & Bearak, 2014). 
My aim is to correct these mistakes by PL through this article that is divided into different parts: In the first 
part I address inaccurate depictions in PL that concern the general idea and goal of the QRM, the QR estimator 
and its estimation criterion, the assumptions that must hold to arrive at consistent point estimates and valid 
standard errors, as well as the interpretation of the QR estimates. Oftentimes I will contrast the QRM with the 
LRM that is also partly misrepresented by PL. In the second part, I discuss the results of Monte Carlo 
simulations for different scenarios to further facilitate the reader’s understanding of what the QRM does and how 
to interpret estimates provided by different estimators. I then briefly summarize and conclude. 
Major Misconceptions in PL 
What the QRM Does and Does Not Aim For 
In contrast to what PL claim, the QRM models the conditional quantile function of y given x just as the LRM 
models the conditional mean function of y given x. Thus, the QRM, as proposed by Koenker and Bassett (1978), 
is a conditional quantile model just as the LRM is a “conditional means model” (PL, p. 863). Both LRM and 
QRM assume that an outcome, y, can be expressed as a linear function of one or more predictors, x, and an error 
term, ε, that contains all predictors of y not in x. Of course, both LRM and QRM can be used to model nonlinear 
relations—for example, through the inclusion of polynomials of degree two or higher (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑘 ≥ 2), or categorical 
predictors entering the model as multiple dummy variables. 
While in the LRM, the relation of x and y for individual i in the population is often written as  
𝑦𝑖= 𝒙𝑖𝜷 + ε𝑖 (1) 
and the population regression function for the mean or expectancy, respectively, of y, conditional on x is written 
as 
𝐸(𝑦𝑖|𝒙𝑖) = 𝒙𝑖𝜷, (2) 
the QRM assumes that in the population x and y can be related as follows: 
𝑦𝑖= 𝒙𝑖𝜷 + ε𝑖τ, (3) 
where subscript τ, 0 < τ < 1, denotes a quantile of y. The QRM then seeks to model the population regression 
function for quantile τ of y conditional on x: 
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Qτ(𝑦𝑖|𝒙𝑖) = 𝒙𝑖𝜷 τ, (4) 
Interestingly, only a special case of Equation (1) is correctly given in PL, namely 𝑌𝑖= β0 + β1𝑋𝑖+ ε𝑖 (PL: 
864, Equation 1). More importantly, there are no correct accounts of either Equations (3) or (4) in PL. PL write 
Equation (3) as 𝑌𝑖= β0
(τ)
+ β1
(τ)
+ ε𝑖
(τ) (PL: 866, Equation 3)—that is, the predictor(s), 𝑋𝑖 or 𝒙𝑖, are missing. 
Also, in this general form, Equation (4) is not given anywhere in PL. 
The Estimation Criterion of the QR Estimator 
A common way to estimate the parameters of the conditional mean function, 𝐸(𝑦|𝒙) = 𝒙𝜷 , is to choose the 
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator, 𝜷 , that minimizes the sum of squared residuals, ∑ (𝑦𝑖− 𝒙𝒊𝜷)𝑁𝑖=1
2 or 
simply ∑ ε̂𝑖2𝑁𝑖=1 . In a seemingly straightforward extension (Koenker, 2005, pp. 9–10; Koenker & Bassett, 1978), 
the parameters of the conditional quantile function, Qτ(𝑦|𝒙) = 𝒙𝜷 τ, are estimated by the QR estimator, 𝜷 τ, that 
minimizes the sum of weighted absolute residuals, 
∑ τ|𝑦𝑖− 𝒙𝑖𝜷 τ| +
𝑁
𝑖:𝑦𝑖⩾𝑥𝑖β̂τ
∑ (1− τ)|𝑦𝑖− 𝒙𝑖𝜷 τ|,
𝑁
𝑖:𝑦𝑖<𝑥𝑖β̂τ
 (5) 
where 𝑦𝑖− 𝒙𝑖𝜷 τ yields the residuals, ε̂𝑖τ. PL (p. 865) correctly acknowledge what that means: The absolute 
values of positive residuals are weighted by τ, whereas the absolute values of negative residuals are weighted by 
1 − τ. However, contrast Equation (5) with Equation (2) in PL, ∑ τ|𝑌𝑖− ξτ| + ∑ (1 −𝑖ϵ{𝑖|𝑌𝑖<ξτ}𝑖ϵ{𝑖|𝑌𝑖⩾ξτ}
τ)|𝑌𝑖− ξτ| , where 𝑌𝑖 is supposed to be “the vector of independent variables” and ξτ “the dependent variable” (p. 
865)—that is, the regression parameters are missing. Also, PL seem to suggest that their Equation (3), 𝑌𝑖=
β0
(τ)
+ β1
(τ)
+ ε𝑖
(τ)
, is the second step of the estimation process and expresses “the association between 𝑌 and 𝑋  at 
a given quantile” (p. 866)—surprisingly, it does not contain any x-variables. 
Assumptions of the QRM 
To obtain unbiased and consistent (LRM) or at least consistent (QRM) estimators, very similar assumptions 
have to be met by QRM and LRM: The OLS estimator of the LRM is unbiased and consistent only if the model  
𝐸(𝑦|𝒙) = 𝒙𝜷  is correctly specified, that is, the zero conditional mean assumption, 𝐸(ε|𝒙) = 0, holds. Similarly, 
the QR estimator of the QRM yields consistent estimates only if the τth quantile of ετ is zero at every point in the 
distribution of 𝒙 (Hao & Naiman, 2007, p. 29; Wooldridge, 2010, p. 454). We may call this assumption zero 
conditional quantile assumption and write: Qτ(𝜀τ|𝒙) = 0. Arguably, applied researchers will have to worry most 
about this assumption; PL do not discuss it at all. 
Also, neither for LRM nor QRM, PL discuss the implications of meeting versus violating the assumptions of 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) errors. That is, errors that do not correlate with each other, 
cov(ε𝑖, ε𝑗) = 0, for all 𝑖≠ 𝑗, and have constant variance conditional on the x-variables, Var(ε𝑖|𝒙𝑖) = 𝜎2, also 
known as homoscedastic error variance. An LRM with i.i.d. errors in which the zero conditional mean 
assumption holds, fulfills the Gauss–Markov assumptions under which OLS is the best linear unbiased estimator 
(BLUE). In the QRM, assuming the errors to be i.i.d. allows derivation of asymptotic standard errors that are 
computationally simple and obtained quickly (Koenker, 2005, pp. 73–74). However, both assumptions—i.i.d. 
errors—are likely to be violated in many settings in the social and developmental sciences. Luckily, standard 
errors that are robust toward clustering as well as heteroscedastic error variance are available for both LRM 
(Angrist & Pischke, 2009, pp. 293–325; Huber, 1967; White, 1980) and QRM (e.g., Koenker, 2005, pp. 68–113; 
Parente & Santos Silva, 2016). In non-i.i.d. settings, resampling techniques such as the bootstrap, permutation 
tests, and rank-based techniques provide useful alternatives for inference in the QRM (see Koenker, 2005, pp. 
81–113; He, 2018, for overviews). 
Note that violating the assumption of identically distributed, that is homoscedastic, errors does not affect the 
OLS point estimates: 𝜷  remains an unbiased and consistent estimator of 𝜷  as long as the zero conditional mean 
assumption holds. In the QRM, however, a violation of the homoscedasticity assumption does affect the point 
estimates. And, while heteroscedastic errors might lead to the undesirable phenomenon of some larger quantile 
having lower predicted values than some lower quantile for the same values on x—a phenomenon known as 
quantile crossing (Koenker, 2005, p. 55)—modeling heteroscedastic errors is a key reason for turning to the 
QRM, as I will show in more detail next. Remarkably, the words homoscedasticity or homoskedasticity, 
heteroscedasticity or heteroskedasticity, or related terms do not appear once in PL. 
In their discussion, PL focus on the normality assumption (pp. 863–864, 866), an assumption that  
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is—in the context of the LRM—typically considered to be “much stronger” (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 118) than all 
other assumptions, but also the “least important” (Gelman & Hill, 2007, p. 46). Furthermore, the normality 
assumption only applies to ε, not to the unconditional distributions of y or the x-variables (cf. PL, p. 864). If the 
Gauss–Markov assumptions hold and the errors are normally distributed in the population, ε𝑖~𝑁 (0, 𝜎2), the 
OLS estimator is BLUE and we can rely on exact statistical inference for significance tests and confidence 
intervals (Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 118, 805–807). However, even if the normality assumption is violated, the 
usual significance tests for the LRM are valid in large enough samples due to the asymptotic normality of OLS 
(Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 172–175). Only if neither normality assumption nor large-sample approximation hold, 
the usual t statistics and, thus, p-values are invalid. Note that the OLS estimator remains unbiased and consistent 
if both the normality assumption and the assumption of homoscedastic errors are violated, but the other 
assumptions hold. In the QRM, the normality assumption is dropped entirely. 
Interpretation of QRM Coefficients 
Unlike PL suggest, in the QRM, a slope coefficient for a predictor 𝑥1, β1τ, indicates the amount of change in 
the conditional quantile τ of 𝑦, Qτ(𝑦|𝑥), associated with a one-unit change in 𝑥1—whether this change equals a 
standard deviation or not (cf. PL, p. 866). The intercept or constant in a QRM is interpreted as the predicted 
value for quantile τ of y given x = 0, that is, β0τ ≡ Qτ(𝑦|𝒙 = 0). 
To say that “the traditional linear regression interpretation of a slope” (p. 866) could not be applied to the 
QRM, since through increasing x by one unit, “an individual would no longer be at the [particular quantile 
modeled]” (p. 866) of y, ignores some and misrepresents other features of the QRM: Since the QRM is a linear 
model, the interpretation of β1τ holds regardless of the values of the covariates, x, and, unless we explicitly 
model nonlinear relations, it also holds regardless of the initial value of 𝑥1. Most importantly, the QRM is 
concerned with quantiles of the distribution of y conditional on all covariates in the model, x, 𝐹𝑌|𝑿 (𝑦|𝒙), not—as 
PL suggest—the unconditional distribution of 𝑦, 𝐹𝑌(𝑦). Also, changing 𝑥1 does not move individuals away from 
that conditional quantile. In contrast, changing 𝑥1 by one unit moves the distribution of y conditional on x so that 
the value of the τth quantile of 
this distribution changes by the amount of β1τ. Contrary to PL’s conception, the QRM alone does not allow to 
interpret β1τ as affecting individuals at a particular—conditional or unconditional—quantile. This is possible 
only if individuals either exactly keep their ranks regardless of the values on 𝑥1 and x, that is, if the so-called 
rank-invariance assumption or rank-preservation assumption, respectively, holds, or if individuals at least do not 
systematically change their ranks, that is, if the rank-similarity assumption holds (Angrist & Pischke, 2009, p. 
281; Chernozhukov & Hansen, 2005, p. 250; Koenker, 2005, pp. 26–31). 
But even then, in contrast to the LRM, the interpretation remains conditional on x: While applying the law of 
iterated expectations to 𝐸(𝑦|𝒙) = 𝒙𝜷  yields 𝐸(𝑦) = 𝐸(𝒙)𝜷 , quantiles do not feature analogous properties. Thus, 
while LRM coefficients may be interpreted as changes not only in the conditional mean of 𝑦, 𝐸(𝑦|𝒙), but also in 
the unconditional mean of 𝑦, 𝐸(𝑦), QRM coefficients cannot readily be interpreted as changes in unconditional 
quantiles of y (see Angrist & Pischke, 2009, pp. 31–33, 282; Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 735–736; Wooldridge, 2010, 
pp. 18–22, 453). Methods for investigating effects on quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y have been 
developed more recently (e.g., Chernozhukov, Fernández-Val, & Melly, 2013; Firpo, 2007; Firpo, Fortin, & 
Lemieux, 2009; Frölich & Melly, 2013; Gosling, Machin, & Meghir, 2000; Machado & Mata, 2005; Powell, 
2016). While a detailed discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this commentary, I will return to this 
issue in the next section. 
Simulation Studies 
The simulation studies in this section are meant to illustrate how LRM and QRM behave in different scenarios. I 
imply that the QRM is estimated by the traditional conditional QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978) unless 
stated otherwise. All simulations were conducted using Stata 15.1 (College Station, TX: StataCorp LLC). For 
every scenario I simulated 10,000 LRMs—estimated using OLS—and 10,000 QRMs per quantile (τ = .10, .25, 
.50, .75, .90), each simulation with N = 1,000 (scenarios in Table 1) or N = 2,000 (scenarios in Table 2) 
observations. Figures 1–3 show data from one draw each. I chose scenarios that are illustrative with regard to the 
misconceptions and limitations in PL’s discussion. Do-files with Stata Syntax for all simulation studies and 
additional material are available at https://osf.io/79gpf/. 
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Table 1 
Results for Intercept (β0) and Slope (β1, β2) Coefficients of Simulated LRMs, Estimated Via OLS, and QRMs 
(Koenker & Bassett, 1978) for Quantiles .10, .25, .50, .75, and .90 
   Quantile regressions 
  LRM Q.10 Q.25 Q.50 Q.75 Q.90 
Scenario Coef βj (SE) βj (SE) βj (SE) βj (SE) βj (SE) βj (SE) 
1a β0 0.00 (.16) -6.40 (.28) -3.37 (.22) 0.00 (.20) 3.37 (.22) 6.40 (.28) 
 β1 3.00 (.17) 1.73 (.25) 2.33 (.20) 3.00 (.18) 3.67 (.20) 4.28 (.25) 
1b β0 1.00 (.04) -0.27 (.08) 0.33 (.06) 1.00 (.06) 1.67 (.06) 2.27 (.08) 
 β1 -1.00 (.10) -2.30 (.18) -1.67 (.14) -1.00 (.13) -0.33 (.14) 0.30 (.18) 
2a β0 0.00 (.11) -3.06 (.23) -1.45 (.15) 0.14 (.13) 1.65 (.14) 2.95 (.17) 
 β1 4.00 (.08) 4.00 (.16) 4.00 (.11) 4.00 (.09) 4.00 (.10) 4.00 (.12) 
 β2       
2b β0 0.00 (.09) -2.56 (.16) -1.35 (.12) 0.00 (.11) 1.35 (.12) 2.56 (.16) 
 β1 6.00 (.11) 6.00 (.19) 6.00 (.15) 6.00 (.14) 6.00 (.15) 6.00 (.19) 
 β2 -1.00 (.05) -1.00 (.08) -1.00 (.06) -1.00 (.06) -1.00 (.06) -1.00 (.08) 
3a β0 0.06 (.14) -3.59 (.23) -1.90 (.15) -0.23 (.12) 1.33 (.12) 2.68 (.15) 
 β1 3.96 (.14) 3.38 (.20) 3.81 (.14) 4.35 (.11) 4.93 (.12) 5.48 (.14) 
 β2       
3b β0 0.00 (.10) -2.57 (.17) -1.35 (.14) 0.00 (.12) 1.35 (.14) 2.57 (.17) 
 β1 6.00 (.14) 4.74 (.14) 5.34 (.10) 6.00 (.09) 6.67 (.10) 7.26 (.14) 
 β2 -1.00 (.09) -1.01 (.10) -1.00 (.08) -1.00 (.07) -1.00 (.08) -0.99 (.10) 
Note. Scenarios 2a and 2b feature simple asymptotic SEs, Scenarios 1a, 1b, 3a, and 3b feature heteroscedasticity robust SEs. 
Each simulation performs 10,000 replications. Each replication samples N = 1,000 observations. The scenarios’ data 
generating processes are given in the captions of Figures 1 (Scenario 1a & 1b), 2 (Scenario 2a & 2b), and 3 (Scenario 3a & 
3b). LRM = linear regression model; QRM = quantile regression model. 
Table 2 
Biases of Different Estimators for ATE and QTEs Compared to True ATE and QTEs 
   QTEs 
Scenario ATE  Q.10 Q.25 Q.50 Q.75 Q.90 
True ATE/QTEs .50  .17 .31 .48 .68 .87 
Bias of naïve estimates .30 Koenker and Bassett (1978) .42 .39 .31 .23 .18 
  Firpo (2007) .42 .39 .31 .23 .18 
  Firpo et al. (2009) .42 .41 .34 .26 .16 
Bias when controlling for z .00 Koenker and Bassett (1978) -.07 -.02 .02 .04 .04 
  Firpo (2007) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
  Firpo et al. (2009) -.01 .00 .02 .03 -.01 
Bias when controlling for z, u .00 Koenker and Bassett (1978) -.20 -.09 .02 .10 .16 
  Firpo (2007) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
  Firpo et al. (2009) -.01 .00 .02 .04 -.01 
Note. Estimates for ATEs are obtained via OLS. Stata’s qreg implements the traditional QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 
1978), ivqte (Frölich & Melly, 2010) implements Firpo’s (2007) estimator and rifreg implements Firpo et al.’s (2009) 
estimator. Each simulation performs 10,000 replications. Each replication samples N = 2,000 observations: n = 1,500 if z = 0, 
n = 500 if z = 1. Data generating process for all scenarios except for the true values is 𝑦 = 𝑤 + 𝑢, where 𝑤 ~𝑁 (2,1) if 𝑧 =
0 ∩ 𝑑 = 0, 𝑤 ~𝑁 (1,1) if 𝑧 = 1 ∩ 𝑑 = 0, 𝑤 ~𝑁 (2.5,√2) if 𝑧 = 0 ∩ 𝑑 = 1,𝑤 ~𝑁 (1.5,√2) if 𝑧 = 1 ∩ 𝑑 = 1, 𝑢~𝑁 (1,1) if 𝑧 =
0, 𝑢~𝑁 (0,1) if 𝑧 = 1, 𝑑~𝐵(1, .6) if 𝑧 = 0, and 𝑑~𝐵(1, .4) if 𝑧 = 1. True ATE/QTEs are obtained using randomized data, 
where 𝑑~𝐵(1, .5) for both 𝑧 = 0 and 𝑧 = 1. QRM = quantile regression model; QTE = quantile treatment effects; ATE = 
average treatment effect.  
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Figure 1. Linear relation with heteroscedastic errors in linear regression model (LRM) and quantile regression model (QRM): 
Scatterplot of y against x with fit lines from LRM (solid red line) and QRMs (dashed lines) for quantiles .10, .25, .50, .75, and .90 
from bottom to top. 
Source: Simulated data, N = 1,000 randomly drawn observations. Data generating process (dgp) for left panel (Scenario 1a): 𝑦 =
3𝑥 + ε, where 𝑥~𝑁 (0,1) and ε~𝑁 (0,5 + 𝑥); dgp for right panel (Scenario 1b): 𝑦~𝑁 (1,1) for all 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑦~𝑁 (0,2) for all 𝑥 = 1. 
 
Figure 2. Nonlinear relation with homoscedastic errors in linear regression model (LRM) and quantile regression model (QRM). 
Scatterplot of y against x with fit lines from LRM (solid red line) and QRMs (dashed lines) for quantiles  .10, .25, .50, .75, and .90 
from bottom to top. 
Source: Simulated data, N = 1,000 randomly drawn observations. Data generating process for both panels: 𝑦 = 6𝑥 − 𝑥2 + ε, where 
𝑥~𝑁 (1,1) and ε~𝑁 (0,2). Left panel shows fit lines for incorrectly specified models leaving out 𝑥2 (Scenario 2a); right panel shows 
fit lines for correctly specified models including 𝑥2 (Scenario 2b). 
Unconditional Versus Conditional Quantiles 
Scenarios 1a and 1b (see Figure 1, Table 1, and—for the data generating processes—the caption of Figure 1) 
should help to understand that the QRM does not model effects at quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y 
in the sense of 𝐹𝑌(𝑦). The following calculation illustrates the differences between conditional and unconditional 
quantiles of y: Using the data from one draw of N = 1,000 observations for Scenario 1a (Figure 1, left panel), the 
QRM for τ = .90 yields: Q.90(𝑦|𝑥) = 6.08 + 4.52𝑥 (see Table 1 for averages over 10,000 draws). For 𝑥 = −2, 
we get Q.90(𝑦|𝑥 = −2) = −2.96, the predicted .90th quantile of y at 𝑥 = −2. However, −2.96 roughly 
corresponds to the .33rd quantile of the unconditional distribution of y.  
Now, the slope estimate, β̂1(𝑄 .90) = 4.52, tells us that a unit-change in x is associated with a change of 4.52 
units in the .90th quantile of y—conditional on x. Put differently, the distribution of y conditional on x changes in 
such a way that its .90th quantile moves up by 4.52 units: Q.90(𝑦|𝑥 = −2) + β̂1(𝑄 .90) ≡ Q.90(𝑦|𝑥 = −1) = 1.56, 
a value that roughly corresponds to the .64th quantile of y. If the rank-preservation assumption or at least the  
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Figure 3. Nonlinear relation with heteroscedastic errors in linear regression model (LRM) and quantile regression model (QRM): 
Scatterplot of y against x with fit lines from LRM (solid red line) and QRMs (dashed lines) for quantiles .10, .25, .50, .75, and .90 
from bottom to top. 
Source: Simulated data, N = 1,000 randomly drawn observations. Data generating process for both panels: 𝑦 = 6𝑥 − 𝑥2 + ε, where 
𝑥~𝑁 (1,1) and ε~𝑁 (0,2 + x). Left panel shows fit lines for incorrectly specified models leaving out 𝑥2 (Scenario 3a); right panel 
shows fit lines for correctly specified models including 𝑥2 (Scenario 3b). 
rank-similarity assumption holds, β̂1(𝑄 .90) can be interpreted as the effect for those observations that lie at the 
.90th quantile of y conditional on x—for example, those at (𝑥, 𝑦) = (−2,−2.96) or (𝑥, 𝑦) = (−1, 1.56) or at 
any other point on the fit line Q.90(𝑦|𝑥) = 6.08 + 4.52𝑥. However, observations that lie at the .90th quantile of 
the unconditional distribution of 𝑦,Q.90(𝑦) = 8, may lie on fit lines from QRMs for other conditional 
quantiles—for example, Q.50(𝑦|𝑥 = 2.49) = .04 + 3.20 × 2.49 = 8—that feature different slopes and, thus, 
different effects. 
The problem is virtually the same in Scenario 1b, where no covariates are present, too, and x is dichotomous: 
Just like OLS estimates the mean difference between the groups defined by x = 0 and x = 1 in y, the QR for 
quantile τ yields an estimate of the difference between the τ th quantile of y|x = 0 and the τ th quantile of y|x = 1. 
A closer look at the fit lines in the right panel of Figure 1 suffices to see that they connect observations that differ 
on y. So, even if rank-preservation holds in a bivariate scenario (cf. Killewald & Bearak, 2014, p. 351), referring 
to group differences as differences or associations at quantiles of the unconditional distribution of 𝑦, 𝐹𝑌(𝑦), does 
not make a lot of sense, since the difference between observations from two different groups that lie at the same 
quantile of the unconditional distribution of y is, of course, 0. 
Quantile Treatment Effects 
While estimated effects from a QRM never refer to 𝐹𝑌(𝑦) but always to 𝐹𝑌|𝑿 (𝑦|𝒙), where x contains all right 
hand side variables from the respective regression Equation in (4), it can be helpful to distinguish between a 
treatment variable, d, and control variables, x, to define 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 ,𝑿 (𝑦|𝑑, 𝒙). Indeed, the recent literature on quantile 
treatment effects (QTEs) focuses on unconditional QTEs that are conceptualized as the difference between the 
quantile functions of the marginal potential distributions of treatment and control, formally 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 =1−1 (τ) −
𝐹𝑌|𝐷 =0
−1 (τ) (Koenker, 2017, p. 158) or, using a more common notation as in Melly and Wüthrich (2018, p. 146), 
∆(τ) = 𝑄𝑌1(τ) − 𝑄𝑌0(τ) (6) 
That is, the counterfactual or potential distributions, 𝑌1 and 𝑌0, are conditional on the potential or 
counterfactual causal states 𝐷 = 𝑑 but unconditional on covariates and, thus, concern 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑) but not 
𝐹𝑌|𝐷 ,𝑿 (𝑦|𝑑, 𝒙). Therefore, for the special case of randomized controlled trials without any covariates, the QR 
estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978) will identify and estimate the QTE from Equation (6), since the 
distributions of y conditional on causal states can be seen as two separate marginal, that is, unconditional, 
distributions representing different potential states of the world (e.g., Djebbari & Smith, 2008, p. 69; Frölich & 
Melly, 2013, p. 346; Heckman, Smith, & Clements, 1997, p. 495). When covariates are included—for example, 
to address noncompliance or increase the precision of estimates—this interpretation is lost even for experimental 
data.  
As an example, take Scenario 1b (right panel of Figure 1) and imagine an experimental study  
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examining the causal effect of a training program, x, on test anxiety, y. Here, 𝑦|𝑥 = 0 would be the 
unconditional distribution of test anxiety for the untreated control group, 𝑌0, and 𝑦|𝑥 = 1 would be the 
unconditional distribution of test anxiety for the treatment group, 𝑌1. If rank-invariance or at least rank-similarity 
holds, the slopes from the QRMs for different quantiles imply that the program reduced test anxiety most 
effectively for students at the .10th quantile but increased it for students at the .90th quantile of 𝐹𝑌|𝑋 (𝑦|𝑥)—both 
before and after treatment. To learn about such heterogeneity in treatment effects should be of substantive 
interest to researchers, policy makers, and practitioners. 
Heteroscedasticity, Higher Moments, and Beyond 
The heterogeneous treatment effect in the example above is due to the data generating process of Scenario 1b 
that creates heteroscedastic error variance. Scenario 1a also features heteroscedasticity. However, from the single 
lines of both LRM and QRM we merely learn whether a change in x is associated with a change in the mean of y 
and the conditional .10th, .25th, .50th, .75th, and .90th quantile of y. It is the simultaneous estimation of QRMs 
for different quantiles that enables researchers to detect and describe the change in shape of the distribution of y 
conditional on x and, thus, heteroscedasticity but also higher moments such as skewness and kurtosis and how 
they change with x. In fact, QR is even more powerful, since “quantiles are inherently local” (Koenker, 2017, p. 
156) and can be used to detect and describe the smallest and most local changes in a distributional mass. That the 
QRM is particularly well suited to detect and describe heteroscedasticity (Koenker & Bassett, 1982) is not 
discussed by PL at all. A discussion of the QRM’s capacity to model higher moments is also not provided by PL 
and beyond the scope of this commentary (but see Hao & Naiman, 2007, pp. 12–14). 
Nonlinear Relations 
In contrast to what PL suggest by focusing on “nonlinear patterns” (p. 867) in analyzing their data, the QRM 
does not capture nonlinear relations unless explicitly modeled. Scenarios 2a and 2b feature a common data 
generating process in which y and x have a nonlinear relation, but the errors are homoscedastic. The models, 
LRM and QRMs, of Scenario 2a (Table 1, left panel of Figure 2) were misspecified on purpose by leaving out 
𝑥2. 
Following PL’s diction, we should nevertheless expect larger slopes, β̂1τ, for lower quantiles than for higher 
quantiles of 𝐹𝑌(𝑦), since, as is obvious from Figure 2, for or at lower values of y a one-unit change in x results in 
a larger increase in y than for or at higher values of y. However, the lines from both LRM and all QRMs run in 
parallel and β̂1 does not differ between QRMs for different quantiles. The models of Scenario 2b (Table 1, right 
panel of Figure 2) were correctly specified by including 𝑥2. The lines still run in parallel but now fit the data 
much better, since the nonlinear or curvilinear relation of x and y is modeled properly by including 𝑥2—not by 
running QRMs for different quantiles. Figure 3 shows what happens if heteroscedastic error variance is added to 
the nonlinear relation. 
Again, I misspecified the models of Scenario 3a (see left panel of Figure 3) by excluding 𝑥2, but correctly 
specified the models of Scenario 3b (see right panel of Figure 3) by including 𝑥2. Now that the variance of y 
increases with x in both scenarios, the slopes for 𝑥1 differ—only that, following PL, we would probably expect 
the opposite pattern again, namely steeper slopes for lower quantiles than for higher quantiles. Using correct 
specifications such as in Scenario 3b enables researchers to simultaneously model a nonlinear location shift and a 
shape shift. 
Multiple Regression: Conditional Versus Unconditional QR 
Relying on their inaccurate conceptualizations, PL erroneously interpret the estimates of multiple QRMs as 
effects, differences, or “gaps” (p. 873) at different quantiles or “at different points of the outcome” (p. 875), by 
which they obviously refer to different quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y (e.g., “moderate math 
achievement scores,” “those students with higher or lower scores,” p. 875). PL (p. 873) correctly state that the 
logic underlying a multiple QRM is the same as underlying a multiple LRM: Including multiple covariates 
allows estimating the association of x and y net of the other covariate(s). However, since PL miss the marked 
differences between conditional and unconditional quantiles and the importance of this distinction for 
understanding the QRM, PL do not see that adding covariates typically exacerbates the differences between 
conditional and unconditional quantiles and that the slopes of a multiple QRM cannot be interpreted as effects on 
the quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y—be it in the sense of 𝐹𝑌(𝑦) or 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑). This is because the 
QR estimator  
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(Koenker & Bassett, 1978) assesses changes in the conditional distribution, 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 ,𝑋 (𝑦|𝑑, 𝒙), and because—in 
contrast to the mean—in case of quantiles it depends on the distribution of the covariates, x, how these changes 
affect 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑). 𝐹𝑌(𝑦), of course, is affected by the distribution of both x and d (Powell, 2013, 2016). 
That the inclusion of covariates may also serve the purpose of statistically and substantively explaining 
heteroscedasticity and, hence, heterogenous treatment effects, is also not discussed by PL. 
Table 2 presents results of simulations that illustrate the consequences of adding covariates for the OLS 
estimator, the traditional QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978), the estimator suggested by Firpo (2007), and 
the one suggested by Firpo et al. (2009). In contrast to the traditional conditional QR estimator, the latter seek to 
provide estimates for effects on quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y, generally speaking. Firpo (2007) 
uses a semiparametric two-step approach in which the first step is estimating a propensity score that is then used 
to calculate a reweighed version of the traditional QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978). Firpo et al. (2009) 
propose to regress what they call the recentered influence function, of the unconditional quantile of the outcome 
on the predictors. 
Imagine we are interested in the average treatment effect (ATE) and the QTEs of an extracurricular activity, d, 
on a math achievement score, y, in the sense of Equation (6), Δ(.10, .25, .50, .75, .90). In the observational data 
at hand, naïve estimates of ATE and QTEs will be biased (Table 2, “Bias of naïve estimates”), since ethnic 
majority students, 𝑧 = 0, are more likely to take part in the activity than ethnic minority students, 𝑧 = 1, and 
have a higher mean on two covariates, w and u, that both predict y, and of which only w is affected by the 
treatment (see caption of Table 2 for detailed data generating processes). 
So, controlling for z is necessary and sufficient to identify the ATE and QTEs. Once z is controlled (Table 2, 
“Bias when controlling for z”), OLS provides an unbiased estimate of the ATE as does Firpo’s (2007) estimator 
for the QTEs. The “first-order approximation” (Chernozhukov et al., 2013, p. 2213) to the QTE in Equation (6) 
provided by Firpo et al. (2009) yields slightly biased estimates except for Δ(.25). However, the traditional QR 
estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978) yields biased estimates for all QTEs—it overestimates the effects on the 
.50th, .75th, and .90th quantile but underestimates the effects on the .25th and .10th quantile of 𝐹𝑌|𝐷 (𝑦|𝑑). 
Including u in the model is not necessary for identification but decreases the standard errors of all estimates (not 
shown in Table 2; see Supporting Information at https://osf.io/79gpf/). However, it increases the bias of the QR 
estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978). While the estimator by Firpo (2007) provides unbiased estimates again, the 
biases of estimates provided by the estimator from Firpo et al. (2009) remain virtually unchanged. 
To conclude, if interest lies in effects on unconditional quantiles of y and it is necessary to control for 
covariates, researchers cannot rely on the traditional QR estimator (Koenker & Bassett, 1978), but need to turn to 
alternative unconditional QR estimators. Again, OLS provides unbiased estimates of the ATE, but misses the 
heterogeneous effect of the treatment. Finally, a note of caution: Results from this example with a dichotomous 
treatment cannot readily be generalized to other scenarios. This applies to performance and bias of all estimators 
evaluated. 
Summary and Conclusion 
PL have called the attention of researchers in the developmental and educational sciences to QR (Koenker, 2005; 
Koenker & Bassett, 1978), a method largely unknown and only rarely used in these fields. Unfortunately, PL’s 
presentation conveys a fundamental misconception about the QRM, namely that it would model the relation of 
one or more predictors, x, and an outcome, y, at different quantiles of the unconditional distribution of y. 
In contrast, the QRM models the conditional quantile function of y given x. Estimates of the QR estimator 
(Koenker & Bassett, 1978) should be interpreted as differences between or effects on quantiles of the conditional 
distribution of y given x. Only under rank-invariance or rank-similarity the QRM may allow statements about 
observations. Also, to examine effects on the unconditional distribution of y, more recent approaches (e.g., 
Chernozhukov et al., 2013; Firpo, 2007; Firpo et al., 2009; Powell, 2016) need to be applied. Porter (2015) and 
Killewald and Bearak (2014), for instance, provide accessible discussions of one of these approaches—the 
Unconditional Quantile Regression Model (Firpo et al., 2009). More advanced contributions that also cover 
other unconditional QR estimators include Frölich and Melly (2010, 2013), Melly and Wüthrich (2018), and 
Powell (2013, 2016). Furthermore, the QRM is not suited particularly well to model nonlinear relations but 
indeed for detecting and describing heteroscedasticity. In contrast to PL, I have discussed the most important 
assumptions of the 
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QRM and showed that the differences to the LRM are less pronounced than PL suggest. 
The numerous accounts of inaccurate and misleading expressions, descriptions, and explanations, as well as 
the considerable amount of important information missing in PL might, and most likely will, lead readers to 
misconceive what QRM and QR estimator (Koenker & Basset, 1978) can and cannot do. Therefore, I suggest 
avoiding PL as a source of learning about QR entirely. Instead I recommend Koenker and Bassett (1978), 
Koenker (2005, 2017), and Koenker, Chernozhukov, He, and Peng (2018) to the mathematically inclined readers 
of Child Development. Introductory treatments that may be more accessible to most applied researchers are 
provided, among others, by Angrist and Pischke (2009), Cade & Noon (2003), Fitzenberger and Wilke (2015), 
Hao and Naiman (2007), Koenker and Hallock (2001), and Porter (2015). Understood und used correctly, 
conditional and unconditional forms of QR may help to answer old research questions in a new way or inspire 
researchers to ask and answer research questions they have not yet asked. 
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